centimeters

about 8 centimeters
cold

15 degrees

°Fahrenheit

A word to describe temperature.
cup

1 cup
degrees
heavier
height

The spool is two cubes high.
hot

85 degrees

A word to describe temperature.
inches

about 3 inches
kilogram

about 1 kilogram
The length of the pencil is 8 cubes.
lighter
liter
longer

- long
- longer
- longest
measure

Use tools to find the length, weight, or capacity of an object.

weight  length  capacity
1 pint = 2 cups
pound

about 1 pound
quart

1 quart = 2 pints = 4 cups
shorter

short

shorter

shortest
taller

tall  taller  tallest
temperature

how hot or cold something is
thermometer

An instrument that measures temperature.
units

what are used to measure the height, capacity, or heaviness of something
weight

The weight of the book is more.